2248276   12/12/2011
SHREE DWARIKADHISH VENTURES LLP
BAN HOUSE, DR. VIKRAM SARABHAI NAGAR, GONDAL ROAD (SOUTH), RAJKOT - 360 004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :12/07/1999
AHMEDABAD
EDIBLE OILS, PICKLES, FOOD PASTE AND FOOD PASTE MADE FROM FISH, MEAT, FATS, GHEE, MARGARINE, BUTTER, TOMATO PUREE, SOUP PRODUCTS, MILK AND DAIRY PRODUCTS, FLAVOURED MILK, MILK SHAKES, MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME MEAT EXTRACTS, PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, FRUIT SAUCES; JAMS. JELLIES, COMPOTES; EGGS, POTATO AND NON POTATO BASED SNACK FOOD ITEMS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 29.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..Regd. No.865095.
2369211  25/07/2012
SHARAD KUMAR RATHI
trading as ;RATHI INDUSTRIES
SADAR BAZAR, MORENA, MADHYA PRADESH-476001
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/01/1993
MUMBAI
EDIBLE OILS AND FATS FALLING IN CLASS 29
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..APP.NO.258974.
2378467    13/08/2012
ALKEM LABORATORIES LTD.
ALKEM HOUSE, DEVASHISH, ADJ. TO MATULYA CENTRE, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VISHESH & ASSOCIATES.
2, 3 RD FLOOR, YESHWANT CHAMBERS, 18 - B, BHARUCHA MARG, KALAGHODA, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDIBLE OILS, EDIBLE FATS, GROUNDNUT OIL, VANASPATI AND REFINED OIL, COCONUT OIL, OLIVE OIL FOR FOOD
2466043 24/01/2013
N.K.PROTEINS LIMITED
3RD FLOOR, POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since: 24/11/1994
To be associated with:
646659, 646664, 646669, 1038424, 1487206
AHMEDABAD
RICEBRAN OIL FOR EDIBLE.
no exclusive right to word TIRUPATI and TOTAL jointly and separately and all descriptive matters.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..646669.
2532223  16/05/2013
SANJAY BABUBHAI PARDESHI
VIJAY SHANKARLAL PARDESHI
VINOD SURESH PARDESHI
trading as ;MAHARASHTRA OIL MILL AND DEPOT
653, SOUTH KASBA CHOUPAD, SOLAPUR 413007 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :14/03/2007
To be associated with:
1650287, 1650288
MUMBAI
EDIBLE OIL INCLUDING IN CLASS 29
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..APPLICATION NO. 1650288..
2534080  20/05/2013
B.C. OILS & FATS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;B.C. OILS & FATS PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 13 GREEN AVENUE, BASTI PEER DAD KHAN, JALANDHAR CITY (PUNJAB)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHULRAJPUT
336-B,BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR,LUDHIANA
Used Since :01/05/2013
DELHI
EDIBLE OILS INCLUDING MUSTARD OILS
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON LABEL...
AMARKANTAK FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED  
Plot No. 16, Food Park, Maneri, Dist. Mandla-481661 (M.P.)  
Manufacturer & Merchant  
Company duly incorporated and registered under provisions of the Indian Companies Act 

Address for service in India/Agents address:  
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.  
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005  

Proposed to be Used  
MUMBAI  
Edible oils, pickles, preserved, frozen, dried, cooked, tinned, canned, fruits and vegetables, fruit sauces, fruit salad, fruit pulp, Tomato pulp, paste and puree, soups, jellies, jams, peanut butter, compotes, eggs, butter, ghee, cheese, milk, milk powder, milk products, milk beverages and other dairy products, edible cream, fats, preserves, meat, fish, poultry and game, meat extracts, chips (fruit), chips (potato).
2548779  14/06/2013
SAJLT
KARINGALI HOUSE, ANNASSERI THALAKKULATHUR, KOZHIKODE - 673317
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
V.P. BIMALDAS, ADVOCATE
ROOM NO.2, HOTEL WHITE LINES, KALLAI ROAD, CALICUT
Used Since :06/03/2013
CHENNAI
EDIBLE OIL (COCONUT OIL) AYURVEDIC OIL
SUBJECT TO Restricting the area of use to the state of KERALA ONLY.
2645711  19/12/2013
SATPAL
trading as ;MOHAN LAL & SONS
509/4, MAJITH MANDI, AMRITSAR-143006 (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since :01/04/2005
DELHI
Cashews.
Mark shall be used as shown..
2706861  26/03/2014
AFSAL, T
ANEES MUHAMMAD
MUHAMMAD RASHID
trading as ;SEARS FOODS
6/138A, THADATHIL HOUSE, POST POOLLUKKARA, THALASSERY, KANNUR-670 672, KERALA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :07/03/2014

CHENNAI
PICKLES; MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, COMPOTES; EGGS; MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS; BUTTER; CHEESE; CURD; POTATO CHIPS; SOUPS; PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING SOUP; VEGETABLE SALADS; FOOD PRODUCTS MADE FROM MEAT, FISH, POULTRY OR GAME.

Mark considered substantially as shown in the form of representation.
VIVIO
2722696  22/04/2014
FLIPKART INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
I-2 / 16, 2nd Floor, Ansari Road, Daryaganj, New Delhi - 110 002. Also at: Vaishnavi Summit, Ground Floor, 7th Main, 80 Feet Road, 3rd Block, Koramangala Industrial Layout, Bangalore - 560 034, Karnataka
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT. 1956,
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, FRUIT SAUCES; EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS.
2727683    29/04/2014
SMS INTERNATIONAL BEVERAGES PVT. LTD
49 INDUSTRIAL AREA LODHI MAJRA BADDI SOLAN HIMACHAL PRADESH
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
(A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED AND INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT. 1956)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VAISH ASSOCIATES
1ST FLOOR, MOHAN DEV BUILDING, 13 TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI-1
Used Since :16/12/2013

To be associated with:
2727681

DELHI
PRESERVED FRUITS, FROZEN FRUITS, DRIED FRUITS, COOKED FRUITS, VEGETABLE, JELLIES, JAMS, COMPOTES, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
2733668   08/05/2014
ALMARAI COMPANY
P.O BOX 8524 RIYADH 11492, SAUDI ARABIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZAHRA VANA
3RD FLOOR HL ARCADE ABOVE AXIS BANK PLOT NO-14 SECTOR-5 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEAT, POULTRY; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, EGGS; MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS.
2734657    09/05/2014

SH. AMIT SHARMA

trading as ;SAI FOOD PRODUCTS

H.NO. 39, ROYAL HOMES TALA NAGARI ALIGARH, UTAH PRADSH

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

GLOBAL TRADE MARK SERVICE

L8, P.S. RATHI BLOCK, TIS HAZARI COURT, DELHI 110 054

Used Since :01/02/2014

DELHI

PANNER, BUTTER, CREAM, GHEE, EDIBLE OIL, DAIRY WHITNER, VEGFAT, MILDFAT, MEEKFAT, FRESHLAW FAT,
MILK&MILK PRODUCTS OF ALL KIND BEING IN CLAASS 29.
2737793  15/05/2014
P.K. KARTHITYANI
T.B. KRISHNADAS
K. VALSALA
T.B. PRABHAVATHI
T.B. USHA
T.B. GIRIJA
T.B. MEENA
T.B. JEENA
trading as ;PANNINAKARA OIL MILLS
9/622-A, CHEROOTY ROAD, CALICUT - 673 001, KERALA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :01/01/2005
To be associated with:
CHENNAI
COCONUT OIL
DEVAAYA

2746762  29/05/2014
LT FOODS LTD
UNIT NO. 134 RECTANGLE-1, SAKET DISTRICT CENTRE, SAKET NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A INDIAN COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME, MEAT EXTRACTS, PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES,
JELLIES, JAMS, FRUIT SAUCES, EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS, EDIBLE OILS, FATS AND SNACKS.
Engine Delight

2754886   12/06/2014
SHREE HARI INDUSTRIES (HARI OIL MILLS)
RAVINDRA KUMAR AGARWAL
ANIL KUMAR AGARWAL
MANU AGARWAL
SMT. RAJNI AGARWAL
trading as ;SHREE HARI INDUSTRIES (HARI OIL MILLS)
Malgodown Road, Bharatpur- 321001, Rajasthan
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
EDIBLE OILS AND FATS; FROZEN, PRESERVED, PROCESSED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES;
PROTEIN PREPARATIONS FOR FOOD INCLUDED IN CLASS 29; CHIPS AND WAFERS INCLUDED IN CLASS 29; POTATO
CHIPS, POTATO CRISPS AND FLAKES INCLUDED IN CLASS 29; JELLIES, JAMS, SOUPS, ESSENCES; MILK AND OTHER
DAIRY PRODUCTS; PICKLES, BUTTER, GHEE, CHEESE, CREAMS; EGGS; VEGETABLE PRESERVES; VEGETABLE SOUP
PREPARATION; SALMON, SALAD, OIL, SAUSAGES INCLUDED IN CLASS 29; MEAT, FISH, SHELLFISH, POULTRY AND
GAME, MEAT EXTRACTS.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE."Delight".
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2113366.
MADHUSANDHYA

2772620  11/07/2014
Mitesh Kumar
VPO BEHBALPUR DISTT. HISAR (HARYANA)
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Kamal Garg & Associates
B-26 Adarsh Apartments Sector 9 Rohini Delhi-85

Used Since: 18/07/2012

DELHI

EDIBLE OILS AND HYDROGENETED FATS, MILD FATS, REFINED OILS, MUSTARD OIL
2773865  15/07/2014
DEVSHI DEVRAJ GADA
trading as :PAANERI
373-C, TARA NIWAS, BHANDARKAR ROAD, MATUNGA C.R., MUMBAI- 400 019.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
PARTNERS-INDIAN NATIONAL. A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDIBLE OILS, PICKLES, FOOD PASTE AND FOOD PASTE MADE FROM FISH, MEAT, FATS, GHEE, MARGARINE, BUTTER, TOMATO PUREE, SOUP PRODUCTS, MILK AND DAIRY PRODUCTS, FLAVOURED MILK, MILK SHAKES, POULTRY AND GAME, MEAT EXTRACTS, PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, FRUIT SAUCES; JAMs, JELLIES, COMPOTES; EGGS, POTATO AND NON POTATO BASED SNACK FOOD ITEMS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 29.
RAVINDRA PAI trading as ;DIANA SWEETS
KARPAI NIVAS', KUKKIKATTE, NO.76, BHANDAGUBETTU VILLAGE, UDUPI TALUK, KARNATAKA MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HOLLA ASSOCIATES
#193, 'KASHI BHAVAN', 6TH CROSS, GANDHINAGAR, BANGALORE-560009.

Used Since :01/04/1982

CHENNAI

PRESESERVED DRIED COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, JELLIES, JAMS, MILK AND OTHER DAIRY PRODUCTS, EDIBLE OILS AND FATS, PRESERVES, PICKLES
2808516    10/09/2014
GARIKAPATI VENKATESWARA RAO
trading as ;G.V.R. FOOD PRODUCTS
H. NO. 6-2-117, JAMMIBANDA, KHAMMAM - 507 001, ANDHRA PRADESH.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
2904101    17/02/2015
KAVITA NAISHBHAI THAKKAR
trading as ;SKH FOODS
40, POONAM NAGAR SOCIETY, NR. SWAMI VIVEKANANDA GARDEN, BHATAR ROAD, SURAT - 395007, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A SOLE PROPRIETORY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :01/02/2015
AHMEDABAD
PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, COMPOTES, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS.
2924720 18/03/2015
RAJENDRA S. TANDON
SUNNY M. TANDON
DIMPLE LAUMAS

trading as ;MULTILINKS NETWORK
C-1/201-202,Satyakrupa Apartment,Malsar, Taluka-Sinor, Dist : Vadodara-391115,Gujarat,India
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF EDIBLE OILS, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS, JAMS, FRUIT SAUCES, MILK PRODUCTS IN CLASS 29.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word GOLD.
2934746   02/04/2015
LAL CHAND JAIN S/O. SH. RATAN LAL JAIN
NEAR DEVGAON GATE, KEKRI DIST-AJMER, RAJASTHAN
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/01/2015
AHMEDABAD
Edible oil.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.descriptive matters.
SAMBANDHI

2967058   19/05/2015

V.V.V. & SONS EDIBLE OILS LIMITED
443, BAZAAR, VIRUDHUNAGAR- 626 001, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Used Since :01/10/1989

To be associated with:
963729

CHENNAI

PROCESSED SEEDS; SESAME SEED PASTE; SESAME OIL; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS; NUTS, PREPARED; MEAT, FISH, Poultry and Game; Meat Extracts; Preserved, Frozen, Dried and Cooked Fruits and Vegetables; Jellies, Jams, Compotes; Eggs; Milk and Milk Products; Butter; Cheese; Curd; Pickles; Potato Chips; Soups; Preparations for Making Soup; Vegetable Salads
Tawakkal Sweets

2989552   18/06/2015
M/ S.TAWAKKAL SWEETS
trading as ;M/ s.Tawakkal Sweets
26,Khara Tank Road,Bhendi Bazaar,Mumbai 400 003
Manufacturer and Merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY.
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.
Used Since :18/11/1978

MUMBAI
Milk and other dairy products;fresh cream; mawa; cheese; butter; edible oils, ghee and fats; dates; frozen fruits and vegetables; preserves and pickles; dried, frozen and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies and jams; eggs.
RAJTEJ
3002039  03/07/2015
SIDDHESHWAR DAIRY
trading as ;SIDDHESHWAR DAIRY
461, AMBEGHAR, TAL. BHIR, DICT. PUNE, PUNE - 412 206
MANUFACTURER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHUSHAN SOHANLAL KOTECHA
10, D WING, SECOND FLOOR, KK MARKET, DHANKAWADI, PUNE-411043.
Used Since :01/07/2015
MUMBAI
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 29.
3003027  08/07/2015
AL-KARIM EXPORTS PVT. LTD.
3-B, RASHID MANSION, 1ST-2ND FLOOR, SAMUNDAR POINT ESTATE, OFF LALA LAJPATRAI ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI-400018 INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since : 12/05/2015
MUMBAI
POULTRY AND GAME, MEAT EXTRACTS AND FROZEN BONELESS MEAT
AL MUNAWARAH

3028311  06/08/2015

THE AFRICAN TRADING CO. PVT.LTD.
trading as ;THE AFRICAN TRADING CO. PVT.LTD.
F-59, APMC Market, No-1, Phase-II, Navi Mumbai-400 703.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
a Company incorporated under the Companies Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
DATES, DRIED AND DEHYDRATED DATES, PROCESSED DATES, DATES POWDER -AND PASTE; PRESERVED, DRIED,
COOKED, CANNED AND DEHYDRATED FRUITS, NUTS AND VEGETABLES; NUTS, FLAVORED NUTS, PROCESSED NUTS,
SEASONED NUTS, SHELLED NUTS; NUT-BASED MILK FOR USE AS A MILK SUBSTITUTE; NUT-BASED SNACK BARS;
DRY FRUITS, KISMI AND DATES.
3050042  08/09/2015
GANGARAM SANTRAM GUPTA
trading as ;S.K. FRESH FOOD AND SPICES
UNIT NO.B/23, KOTHARI COMPOUND, 9 ACRE, MANPADA, THANE (WEST) - 400607.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. J. CHAWLA.
OFFICE NO. 2, 1ST FLOOR, HIRA MARRIAGE HALL BLDG., NEHRU CHOWK, ULHASNAGAR - 421 002.
Used Since :01/06/2014
MUMBAI
PICKLES, JAMS, JELLIES, FRUIT SAUCES, INCLUDED IN CLASS 29
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.
3075438  09/10/2015
USN INTERNATIONAL BRANDS (PTY) LIMITED
BUILDING C, 2ND FLOOR, SOUTHDOWNS OFFICE PARK, 21 KAREE STREET, IRENE EXT. 54, CENTURION, 0157, SOUTH AFRICA
Manufacturers and Merchants
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats; fruit and vegetable extracts for use as ingredients of nutritional supplements and vitamins; food preparations with added minerals, proteins and vitamins; health and nutritional foods namely, foods made from naturally prepared or combined products in so far as contained in class 29.
3098987 17/11/2015
KOLKATA DAIRY PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
trading as; KOLKATA DAIRY PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
33/1 N.S. ROAD, ROOM NO.143, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA 700001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
AN INDIAN PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JAYABRATA MUKHERJEE, ADVOCATE
C/O. D. MUKHERJEE & CO. 40/5, STRAND ROAD, 5TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 31, KOLKATA 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 01/04/2014

KOLKATA
GHEE, DRY FRUITS INCLUDING RAISENS, JAM, JELLY.

1. REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS. 2. THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
3104722  24/11/2015
LALITKUMAR PANNALAL MALL
11/106, MAIN ROAD, KUMBHAR GALLI, ICHALKARANJI, HATKANANGLE, DIST.KOLHAPUR-416115.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
INDIVIDUAL
Used Since :08/04/1998

MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT OF MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, COMPOSTES; EGGS; MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS.
SNACK MATE
3113692  02/12/2015
PARLE PRODUCTS PVT.LTD.
trading as ;PARLE PRODUCTS PVT.LTD.
North Level Crossing, Vile Parle (E), Mumbai-400 057.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
a Company incorporated under the Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CHIPS INCLUDED IN CLASS 29; POTATO CHIPS, POTATO CRISPS AND FLAKES INCLUDED IN CLASS 29; PRESERVED, DRIED, TINNED, COOKED AND CANNED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, SOUPS, ESSENCES; MILK AND OTHER DAIRY PRODUCTS; EGGS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS; VEGETABLE PRESERVES; PICKLES, BUTTER, GHEE, CHEESE, CREAMS, VEGETABLE SOUP PREPARATION; SALMON, SALAD, OIL, SAUSAGES INCLUDED IN CLASS 29; MEAT, FISH, SHELLFISH, POULTRY AND GAME, MEAT EXTRACTS; FOOD STUFFS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
3113743  02/12/2015
PATEL RAJENDRAKUMAR NATWARLAL
trading as ;PATEL RAJENDRAKUMAR NATWARLAL
5,RUCHIR APPARTMENT,OPP. KALAKUNJ SOCIETY, KK NAGAR, GHATLODIYA, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/11/2015
AHMEDABAD
MILK & ALL MILK PRODUCTS, OIL, OIL FATS, VEGETABLE FATS, MARGARINE, BUTTER, GHEE, MIX FAT ETC. INCLUDED IN CLASS 29.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE swastika device.
MARUTI
3113746  02/12/2015
MARUTI TRADING CO.
PATEL SUDHIR MAFATLAL
PATEL VASANTBHAI CHHAGANBHAI
trading as ;MARUTI TRADING CO.
B - 2,DHAVAL PLAZA SHOPPING CENTRE,2ND FLOOR,STATION ROAD,KADI,MAHESANA - 382715,GUJARAT,INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :26/11/2015
AHMEDABAD
GHEE.
MAI
3113748  02/12/2015
MARUTI TRADING CO.
PATEL SUDHIR MAFATLAL
PATEL VASANTBHAI CHHAGANBHAI
trading as ;MARUTI TRADING CO.
B - 2,DHAVAL PLAZA SHOPPING CENTRE,2ND FLOOR,STATION ROAD,KADI,MAHESANA - 382715,GUJARAT,INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKarBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :26/11/2015
AHMEDABAD
MEAT,FISH,POULTRY AND GAME,MEAT EXTRACTS,PRESERVED,DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES,JELLIES,JAMS,FRUIT SAUCES,EGGS,MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS,EDIBLE OILS AND VEG. FATS IN CLASS 29.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-16 TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF.sale of goods is restricted in the state of Gujrat only.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1872 , 22/10/2018 Class 29

3117161 04/12/2015
EDIBLE PRODUCTS (INDIA) LTD.
trading as :EDIBLE PRODUCTS (INDIA) LTD.
1/1A&B, Gopal Chandra Mukherjee Road, Kolkata-700002,West Bengal, India.
Manufacturers & Merchants
an Indian Company duly incorporated under the provisions of The Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/1999

KOLKATA
Blended Edible Oils being included in Class-29
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
3117163 04/12/2015
EDIBLE PRODUCTS (INDIA) LTD.
trading as: EDIBLE PRODUCTS (INDIA) LTD.
1/1A&B, Gopal Chandra Mukherjee Road, Kolkata-700002, West Bengal, India.
Manufacturers & Merchants
an Indian Company duly incorporated under the provisions of The Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 01/04/1999

To be associated with:
831267

KOLKATA
Blended Edible Oils being included in Class-29

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF WORD "GOOD HEALTH" AND ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABEL.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 831267.
3117164   04/12/2015
EDIBLE PRODUCTS (INDIA) LTD.
trading as ;EDIBLE PRODUCTS (INDIA) LTD.
1/1A&B, Gopal Chandra Mukherjee Road, Kolkata-700002,West Bengal, India.
Manufacturers & Merchants
an Indian Company duly incorporated under the provisions of The Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/1999
To be associated with:
831267
KOLKATA
Blended Edible Oils being included in Class-29
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.831267..
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF WORD "GOOD HEART " AND ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
3117165 04/12/2015
EDIBLE PRODUCTS (INDIA) LTD.
trading as ;EDIBLE PRODUCTS (INDIA) LTD.
1/1A&B, Gopal Chandra Mukherjee Road, Kolkata-700002, West Bengal, India.
Manufacturers and Merchants
an Indian Company duly incorporated under the provisions of The Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/1999
To be associated with:
831267
KOLKATA
Refined Rice Bran Oil being included in Class-29

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.831267.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF WORDS “PURE REFINED RICE BRAN OIL ” AND ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABEL..
3117166   04/12/2015
EDIBLE PRODUCTS (INDIA) LTD.
trading as ;EDIBLE PRODUCTS (INDIA) LTD.
1/1A&B, Gopal Chandra Mukherjee Road, Kolkata-700002,West Bengal, India.
Manufacturers and Merchants
an Indian Company duly incorporated under the provisions of The Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/1999
To be associated with:
831267
KOLKATA
Refined Sesame Oil being included in Class-29
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
Trade Marks Journal No: 1872, 22/10/2018 Class 29

3123970 12/12/2015

MAK INDIA LTD.
NO. 7/41B, AVINASHI ROAD, CIVIL AERODROME POST, COIMBATORE-641 014, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, COMPOTES; EGGS; MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS; BUTTER; CHEESE; CURD; PICKLES; POTATO CHIPS; SOUPS; PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING SOUP; VEGETABLE SALADS; NUTS, PREPARED
SEASONS MAKER

3123973  12/12/2015

MAK INDIA LTD.
NO. 7/41B, AVINASHI ROAD, CIVIL AERODROME POST, COIMBATORE-641 014, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3123970

CHENNAI
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, COMPOTES; EGGS; MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS; BUTTER;
CHEESE; CURD; PICKLES; POTATO CHIPS; SOUPS; PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING SOUP; VEGETABLE SALADS; NUTS, PREPARED
Trade Marks Journal No: 1872 , 22/10/2018 Class 29

Touchings
3124438  12/12/2015

RAJESH.R
RAJESH.R, MANAGING PARTNER, M/s RAJAPUTHRA FOODS & MINERALS
SREERAG.K, PARTNER, M/s RAJAPUTHRA FOODS & MINERALS

trading as; M/s RAJAPUTHRA FOODS & MINERALS
MANAGING PARTNER, M/s RAJAPUTHRA FOODS & MINERALS, DOOR NO 15/227, MARUTHI NAGAR, KALLEPULLY
POST, PALAKKAD DISTRICT KERALA STATE, PIN-678005, INDIA

Manufacturer and Trader

Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANZAR M A
LAW DESK INDIA, GROUND FLOOR LEAGUE HOUSE, MARKET ROAD NORTH, ERNAKULAM, KOCHI, KERALA, INDIA, PIN-
682 018

Used Since: 09/12/2015

CHENNAI

PICKLES; GINGER JAM; FRUIT AND VEGETABLE CHIPS; FRUIT JELLIES; FRUIT PEEL; FRUIT PULP; FRUIT AND
VEGETABLE BASED SNACK FOOD; VEGETABLES AND FRUITS (TINNED); CASHEW NUTS; NUTS (PREPARED); COCONUT
OIL; MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, COMPOTES; EGGS; MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS BEING
INCLUDED IN CLASS 29
3126852  15/12/2015

AVS AGROLIFE PRODUCTS
Nanjundappa N
Vanitha V C
Shantha K R
Ankita Vishwanath
Sr. No. - 52/2, Shivara Hosur Village, Kasaba Hobli, Tiptur Taluk, Tumkur Dist., Karnataka - 572201

Manufacturers and Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :01/11/2015

CHENNAI

Processed coconut, Virgin Coconut Oil, Organic coconut oil for use in cooking and food preparation, Coconut milk powder, Coconut cream, Flaked coconut, edible oils.

Subject to use state of Karnataka.
3133728   21/12/2015
SABI FOODS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
SURVEY NO.95/2, SOHANDI ROAD, KAMMAVARPALAYAM (PO), KANCHPURAM TALUK & DISTRICT-631 502, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, COMPOTES; EGGS; MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS.
3136922  16/12/2015
S.SARAVANAN
trading as ;ORGANIC FARMS
SURVEY NO.154.AATHILAKSHMI NAGAR , KOVUR.KANCHIPURAM -600 128
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INPRO TRADE MARK SERVICES.
NEW NO.19,(OLD NO.16), JAYALAKSHMIPURAM - 1st STREET, NUNGAMBakkAM, CHENNAI 600034

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MILK,CURD,BUTTER MILK,PANNEER ,GHEE,CHEESE,BUTTER CREAM AND CREAM
3136992  16/12/2015
GORIPARTHI SRINIVAS RAO
trading as SRI LAXMI DIVYA BABU DAIRY
D.NO,19-17/1-99,NEW RAJARAJESWARIPET ,PLOT NO,38C,VIJAYAWADA-520015 A.P
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PROPRIETOR CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJENI RAMADASS
NEW NO. 323, LINGHICHETTY STREET, 1st FLOOR GEORGE TOWN, CHENNAI-1
Used Since :09/02/2011

CHENNAI
PURE GHEE,COW GHEE
Subject to use in the states of Andra Pradesh and Telangana Only.
3136993  16/12/2015
GORIPARTHI SRINIVASA RAO
trading as ;SRI LAXMI DIVYA BABU DAIRY
D.NO.19-17/1-99,NEW RAJARAJESWARIPET,PLOT NO,38C,VIJAYAWADA-520015
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJENI RAMADASS
NEW NO. 323, LINGHICHETTY STREET, 1st FLOOR GEORGE TOWN, CHENNAI-1
Used Since :27/12/2009
CHENNAI
PURE GHEE,COW GHEE
Subject to use in the state of Andra Pradesh and Telangana Only.
3136994  16/12/2015  
GORIPARTHI VENKATESWARA RAO  
trading as ;BABU DAIRY  
PLOT NO,32,HP GAS GOWDN ROAD,BESIDE FCI COLONY ,AMBAPURAM,VIJAYAWADA,520015A.P  
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS  
SINGLE FIRM  

Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
RAJENI RAMADASS  
NEW NO. 323, LINGHICHETTY STREET, 1st FLOOR GEORGE TOWN, CHENNAI-1  
Used Since :11/12/2014  

CHENNAI  
PURE GHEE ,COW GHEE  
Subject to use in the state of Andra Pradesh and Telangana.
STAR HEALTH
3147422  01/01/2016
JAGADISH PERSHAD LOHIA
OM PRAKASH LOHIA
trading as :LOHIYA AGRO INDUSTRIES
18-4-42/1/A, SHAMSHEERGUNJ, HYDERABAD - 500 253 T.S
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/12/2014
CHENNAI
ALL KINDS OF EDIBLE OILS
3148250  01/01/2016
R.R.HARIKUMAR
CHITRALEKHA
trading as ;GOWRISUN FOOD PRODUCTS
NO.1/36, PURAVOOR, MANI VILLAI POST, KANYAKUMARI DISTRICT, PIN - 629170, TAMIL NADU
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INPRO TRADE MARK SERVICES.
NEW NO.19,(OLD NO.16), JAYALAKshmIPURAM - 1st STREET, NUNGAMBAKKAM, CHENNAI 600034

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
PICKLES (MANGO PICKLE, GARLIE PICKLE, LEMON PICKLE, GINGER PICKLE, BANANA STEM PICKLE); EDIBLE OIL (COCONUT OIL, SUN FLOWER OIL, RICE BRAN OIL, PALM OIL)
3148450 31/12/2015
A.T. MANOHAR
M. SIVANANDHY
trading as :SIVASUNDARAM STORE
NO. 112-B, (57-B), ACHARAPPAN STREET, CHENNAI-600 001, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PROCESSED PULSES AND DHALLS.
SSS SIVASUNDARAM
3148612  31/12/2015
A.T. MANOHAR
M. SIVANANDHY
trading as ;SIVASUNDARAM STORE
NO. 112-B, (57-B), ACHARAPPAN STEET, CHENNAI-600 001, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :30/09/1958
CHENNAI
PROCESSED PULSES AND DHALLS.
3151737  06/01/2016
A.ARUNACHALAM
A.SUBRAMANIAM
A.MANICKAM
A.RADHAKRISHNAN
A.GOPAL
A.MAHALINGAM
A.SANKARANARAYANAN
A.ETHIRAJ
A.S.RAMESH
A.S.SHANMUGAM
M.MAHENDRAN
G.ARAVIND
RAMANATHAN
ANAND
MOHANASUNTHARAM
A.S.KARTHIKEYAN
trading as ;R.ARUMUGAM CHETTIAR SONS
# 95-97, TIRUPUR ROAD, KANGAYAM - 638 701
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G.RAMJI, ADVOCATE
NO.18, JAISANKAR STREET, WEST MAMBALAM. CHENNAI - 600 033.
Used Since :01/04/2009

CHENNAI
GINGILI OIL, COCONUT OIL, CHAKKU OIL, GROUNDNUT OIL, SOYA OIL, CASTOR OIL, MUSTARD OIL, SUNFLOWER OIL, VANASPATHY, GHEE, PALM OIL, RICE, BRAN OIL, COTTON SEED OIL, MILK AND OTHER DAIRY PRODUCTS INCLUDED
no exclusive rights over the word/descriptive matters appearing on the label.
3151738 06/01/2016
A.ARUNACHALAM
A.SUBRAMANIAM
A.MANICKAM
A.RADHAKRISHNAN
A.GOPAL
A.MAHALINGAM
A.SANKARANARAYANAN
A.ETHIRAJ
A.S.RAMESH
A.S.SHANMUGAM
M.MAHENDRAN
G.ARAVIND
RAMANATHAN
ANAND
MOHANASUNTHARAM
A.S.KARTHIKEYAN

trading as: R.ARUMUGAM CHETTIAR SONS
#95-97, TIRUPUR ROAD, KANGAYAM-638701
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERSHIP FORM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G.RAMJI, ADVOCATE
NO.18, JAISANKAR STREET, WEST MAMBALAM. CHENNAI - 600 033.

Used Since: 01/04/2011

CHENNAI
GINGILI OIL, COCONUT OIL, CHAKKU OIL, GROUNDNUT OIL, SOYA OIL, CASTOR OIL, MUSTARD OH, SUNFLOWER OIL,
VANASPATY, GHEE, PALM OIL, RICE, BRAN OIL, COTTON SEED OIL, MILK AND OTHER DAIRY PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN
CLASS 29.
3152041 06/01/2016
APRAN AGRO FOODS PVT LTD
trading as ;APRAN AGRO FOODS PVT LTD
# 5, ASHTALAKSHMI FLATS, NEW DOOR NO 12, TEACHERS COLONY, ADYAR, CHENNAI - 20
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
APR ASSOCIATES.
"SRINIVASA NILAYAM", # 10/2, FIRST FLOOR, SOMASUNDARAM STREET, T. NAGAR, CHENNAI- 600 017.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, COMPOTES; EGGS, MILK, MILK BEVERAGES AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS
BIG FRESH
3152174  05/01/2016
KEYTEE TRADING COMPANY
ASHFAQ P.K
JAMSHAD K.T
JAMSHEER K.T
SAHEER MAHMOOD
No-155, 3rd Main, Sun City Layout, 7th Phase, J.P. Nagar,, Bengaluru - 560078, Karnataka
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Dry fruits
3154001  07/01/2016

SVS FARMS
Sreepathi Koushik Reddy
Boddu Goutham Reddy
17-1-391/S/259, Road No 9, Singereni Colony, Saidabad, Hyderabad - 500059
Manufacturers and Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :07/01/2016

CHENNAI
Milk and milk products.
S.T. MAHESHWARAN
M. SENTHILNARAYANAN
B. NEMARANI
K. VINAYAKAMOORTHI
K. MURUGESHWARI

trading as ;SANKA DALL MILLS

27, P.T.R. PALANIVEL RAJAN ROAD, SAMATHARMAPURAM, THENI-625 531, TAMIL NADU.

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PROCESSED PULSES AND DHALLS.
3158506  13/01/2016

L.M.MOHAN
K.P. MURUGESAN

trading as ;GOODWIN FOOD PRODUCTS

225/2, ITTERI ROAD, KANTHAMPATTI, SALEM - 636 010, TAMIL NADU
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PROPIETOR FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INPRO TRADE MARK SERVICES.
NEW NO.19,(OLD NO.16), JAYALAKSHMIPURAM - 1st STREET, NUNGAMBAKKAM, CHENNAI 600034

Used Since :21/12/2015

CHENNAI

VEGETABLE EDIBLE OILS, DESICCATED COCONUT, DRIED AND COOKED VEGETABLE; DRY FRUITS; FRUIT JELLIES;
JAMS; AND FRUIT PULP
3163869   20/01/2016
G.VELUSAMY
trading as ;VIMAL TRADERS
4/27, NOCHIKKATTUPUDUR ARASAMPALAYAM (P.O), TRUPUR ROAD, KANGAYAM-638604, TIRUPUR DT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR FORM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G.RAMJI, ADVOCATE
NO.18, JAISANKAR STREET, WEST MAMBALAM, CHENNAI - 600 033.
Used Since :10/04/2010

CHENNAI

COCONUT OIL, GINGILI OIL, BUTTER, BUTTER OIL, MILK DAIRY PRODUCTS, GROUND NUT OIL, SOYA OIL, CASTOR OIL, MUSTARD OIL, SUNFLOWER OIL, VANASPATI, PALM OIL, RICE BRAN OIL, COTTON SEED OIL, EDIBLE OILS COPRA, COCONUT COPRA INCLUDED

THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF TAMIL NADU STATE ONLY.
3165652  22/01/2016
AKSHARA DRUG HOUSE PVT LTD
trading as ;AKSHARA DRUG HOUSE PVT LTD
# 81, AMS LAYOUT, VIDYARANYAPURA, BANAGALORE-560097
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N.R.SRINATH
NO.38, ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI- 600 002
Used Since :01/08/2014
CHENNAI
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES;
JELLIES, JAMS, FRUIT SAUCES; EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS
P. SUresh trading as P.P.R. FOODSS
118, STRAHANS ROAD, OTTERI, CHENNAI-600 012, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BADHAM MIX; ALMOND POWDER; POWDERED MILK; MILK BEVERAGES, MILK PREDOMINATING; MILK SHAKES
3169846  28/01/2016
VINDA VASHNI OILS PVT.LTD.
trading as ;VINDA VASHNI OILS PVT.LTD.
SAINTHIA -SURI ROAD, MADANPUR, VILL-HARISHKOPA, P.O-MATHPALSA, P.S-SAINTHIA, DIST-BIRBHUM. WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER & TRADER.
A CO. INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SEN ASSOCIATES
65 CHANDITALA STREET,UTTARPARA,HOOGHLY,PIN 712 258,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/2012
KOLKATA
EDIBLE OIL BEING IN CLASS 29.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER. THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATE OF WEST BENGAL IN INDIA.
3171257  29/01/2016
SETHURAO RAVICHANDRAN
NO.3/1, 4TH STREET, V.G.RAO NAGAR, C-SECTOR, KATPADI, VELLORE-632 007 TAMIL NADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G.RAMJI, ADVOCATE
NO.18, JAISANKAR STREET, WEST MAMBALAM. CHENNAI - 600 033.
Used Since :03/08/2011
CHENNAI
GINGILI OIL, COCONUT OIL, BUTTER, BUTTER OIL, MILK, DAIRY PRODUCTS, GROUND NUT OIL, SOYA OIL, MUSTARD OIL, SUNFLOWER OIL, VANASPATHY, PALM OIL, EDIBLE OIL AND FATS GHEE, COPRA, COCONUT COPRA, COCONUT POWDER, CHIPS, SOUPS, VEGETABLE SOUP PREPARATIONS, INSTANT FISH CURRY, PICKLES, BADAM POWDER, NUT POWDERS, NUTS, NUT TOPPINGS, NUTS, NUT BASED SNACKS, DRY FRUITS AND NUTS, PROCESSED NUTS AND NUT SNACKS, NUTS BLENDED WITH JAGGERY, MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, COMPOTES; EGGS; MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS, VEGETABLE PASTE, FRUITS PULP
3173217  01/02/2016
C. Senthil Kumar
No: 38C/4/1, S V A Extensions, Tiruchengode Taluk, Namakkal-637211, TamilNadu
Manufacturers & Traders
An individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR Law Associates (Chennai)
13, 1st Cross Street, Sripuram Colony, St. Thomas Mount, Chennai-600016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, fruit sauces;
eggs, milk and milk products
Subject to use in South India Only.
PRAKRUTHI ORGANICS

3174502   01/02/2016
CHELAMALLA PRAVEEN KUMAR
trading as ;M/s Bhoomiputhra Natural Food Products
H.No. 12-142, Sharadha Nilayam, Near Water Tank, Badangpet, Saroornagar Mandal, RR District, Hyderabad-500058, Telangana State, India
Manufacturers, Marketers and Traders
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. V. R ASSOCIATES.
FLAT NO. G-4, #. 3-4-543 & 544, LAXMI NILAYAM, ADJ: YMCA GROUND NARAYAN GUDA, HYDERABAD-500027.
Used Since :01/02/2016

CHENNAI
Milk and milk products, All types of edible oils and fats, Meat, fish, poultry and game, meat extracts, preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables, jellies, jams, compotes, Eggs.
3176842   04/02/2016
UMESH S BIRBITTE
trading as ;M/s. BIRBITTE PULSES
Plot No-56/B, KIADB, 2nd Stage, Kapnoor Industrial Area, Humnabad, Kalburgi - 585104, Karnataka
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pulses (processed, broken)
3177298    05/02/2016

ESSBEE MILK PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
41A,A.J.C.BOSE ROAD,6th FLOOR,ROOM NO. 615,KOLKATA 700017
MANUFACTURER & TRADER OF MILK PRODUCTS.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.

Used Since :01/02/2016

KOLKATA
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS, MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, FRUIT SAUCES; EGGS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS.

1.REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD Doodhwaale EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION and ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING ON THE LABEL. 2.THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
3180431 09/02/2016
PRAKASAM MILK PRODUCER COMPANY LTD
trading as ;PRAKASAM MILK PRODUCER COMPANY LTD
KURNOOL ROAD, ONGOLE - 523 002, PRAKASAM DIST, A.P
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
INCORPORATED AND REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :13/02/2013
CHENNAI
MILK AND OTHER DAIRY PRODUCTS INCLUDING GHEE AND ALL OTHER PRODUCTS MADE OF MILK
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3184183 12/02/2016
KARLAPUDI SANDEEP
AMRUTHALUR MANDAL, GOPAYYAPALEM GUNTUR DISTRICT - 522 312.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PROPIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJENI RAMADASS
NEW NO. 323, LINGHICHETTY STREET, 1st FLOOR GEORGE TOWN, CHENNAI-1
Used Since :01/01/2016
CHENNAI
PURE GHEE, COW GHEE
3184858   13/02/2016
G. SATHEESH NAIR
PREETHA S NAIR
trading as ;INDIA FOOD EXPORTS
PALMS DALE, PB NO. 100, MUNDAKKAL WEST, KOLLAM- 691 001, KERALA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :09/07/2015
To be associated with:
862437, 2831332
CHENNAI
NUTS, PREPARED; PEANUTS, PROCESSED; PEANUT BUTTER; CHOCOLATE NUT BUTTER; COCOA BUTTER;
ALMONDS, GROUND; RAISINS; PROCESSED SEEDS; MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS;
PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, COMPOTES; EGGS; MILK
AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS; BUTTER; CHEESE; CURD; PICKLES; POTATO CHIPS; SOUPS;
PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING SOUP; VEGETABLE SALADS
3186000  15/02/2016
RUCHI SOYA INDUSTRIES LIMITED
301, MAHAKOSH HOUSE, 7/5, SOUTH TUKOGANJ, NATH MANDIR ROAD, INDORE-452001, (M.P)
Manufacturers and merchants.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FATEHCHAND C. SHAH & CO.
"A" AIDUN BUILDING, 5TH FLOOR, 1ST DHOBITALAO, MUMBAI - 400 002".

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3185999

MUMBAI
Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
3188268  18/02/2016
RAKESH KISHORELAL LAKHANI
trading as ;MELTIES FOOD PRODUCTS
OT NO. 1, OPP. GOPAL SAMAJ, VITHALWADI-PAWAI ROAD, ULHASNAGAR-421003
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THAKUR & CO.
5/19, JOGANI INDL. COMPLEX, GR. FLOOR, V. N. PURAV MARG, SION-CHUNABHATTI(EAST), MUMBAI-400 022
Used Since :02/05/2015
MUMBAI
JAM AND JELLY
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
RAVINDER PAL SINGH HOODA
trading as ;SADGURU DAIRY FARM
MANIK COMPLEX, SHOP NO.2,PUNE SATARA ROAD, OPP. CHITALE BANDHU MAITTHAIWALE, DHANKAWADI, PUNE 411043
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :18/02/2016
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND MEAT EXTRACTS, PRESERVED, AND DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, JELIES, JAMS, FRUITS SAUCES, EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS, EDIBLE OILS AND FACTS
3193066  24/02/2016
VEGICO FOODS PVT. LTD.
1A / 1B, UPPER BASEMENT FLOOR, DHEERAJ HERITAGE, AT MILAN SUBWAY SIGNAL, S.V. ROAD, SANTACRUZ (WEST), MUMBAI-400 054
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A REGISTERED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :12/12/2011
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF PICKLES, JAM, SNACKS, FROZEN
3197813  29/02/2016
VIJAYLAXMI JAGDISH DALWANI
SHETH HEIGHTS, B-WING, ROOM NO.514, NEAR ASHISH THEATRE, CHEMBUR COLONY, MUMBAI - 400074.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADER
OWNER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. J. CHAWLA.
OFFICE NO. 2, 1ST FLOOR, HIRA MARRIAGE HALL BLDG., NEHRU CHOWK, ULHASNAGAR - 421 002.
Used Since :01/01/2016
MUMBAI
PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, JELLIES, JAMS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS,
PICKLES, FROZEN GREEN PEAS INCLUDED IN CLASS 29
SURYA

3198149  01/03/2016
DARA PED PAGHAVARAO
trading as ;SRI VIJAYA GENERAL MERCHANTS
2-4-82, RAJAGARI KOTA, MEDICAL COMPLEX, NARASARAOPET - 522 601, GUNTUR.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/12/2001

CHENNAI
EDIBLE OILS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE IN THE STATES OF ANDHRA PRADESH AND TELANGANA
sale in the State of ANDHRA PRADESH AND TELANGANA only.
3199953  02/03/2016
PARAM TRUST PRIVATE LIMITED.
404, ROYAL ESTATE BUILDING, 9/2 SOUTH TUKOGANJ, INDORE (M.P.).
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.
Used Since :01/05/2015
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, FRUIT SAUCES; MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS.
NANDA VIHARI
3201122 03/03/2016
UDAYAGIRI VEERRAJU
trading as ;SRI LAKSHMI FOODS
D.NO.4-23/5/3, THUMKUNTA-500078, SHAMEERPET (M), R.R.DIST
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR FORM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/01/2005
CHENNAI
GHEE, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS OF ALL KINDS.
RESTRICT THE AREA TO ANDHRA AND TELANGANA.
3203693   07/03/2016
RAJAN E.A
trading as :ST JOSEPH OIL MILL
ST. JOSEPH OIL MILL, EDAKKALATHUR HOUSE, MANAPADI ROAD, KAVEED(PO), GURUVAYOOR - 680505. THRISSUR, KERALA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Used Since :08/02/2015
CHENNAI
GINGELLY OIL
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3205019  09/03/2016
RAJ KUMAR RAY
trading as ;RAJ ENTERPRISE
VILL+P.O-NIMCHI, P.S- MINAKHAN, DIST- NORTH 24 PARGANAS, PIN-743456,WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SEN ASSOCIATES
65 CHANDITALA STREET,UTTARPARA,HOOGHLY,PIN 712 258,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/2016
KOLKATA
Edible Oils of all Kinds being in class 29
THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-M TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF FOR PROVIDING SERVICE IN THE STATES OF "WEST BENGAL." ONLY.
3207312    10/03/2016
LOKESH GUPTA
RANI GUPTA
trading as ;RATNA CAFÉ
255, TRIPLICANE HIGH ROAD, TRIPLICANE, CHENNAI-600 005, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :01/04/2006
CHENNAI
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, COMPOTES; EGGS; MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS; BUTTER; CHEESE; CURD; PICKLES; POTATO CHIPS; SOUPS; PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING SOUP; VEGETABLE SALADS; VEGETABLE-BASED SNACK FOODS; FRUIT-BASED SNACK FOOD; NUT-BASED SNACK FOODS; DRIED FRUIT-BASED SNACKS; VEGETABLE CHIPS; FRUIT CHIPS
3211908  16/03/2016
S. SUBRAMANIYAM
trading as ;M/s. SRI PERIYANAYAKI DAIRY
No: 2/ 242 - D, Gemini Street, Chinniyampalayam (Post), Coimbatore - 641062, Tamil Nadu
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Milk and milk products
3212764  17/03/2016

VIJAYAN.M

trading as ;MAVOOR AGRICULTURAL PROCESSING CO-OPERATIVE MARKETING SOCIETY LTD
NO. D 2678, KANNIPARAMBA P.O, KOZHIKODE - 673 661, KERALA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
V.P. BIMALDAS,ADVOCATE
ROOM NO.2, HOTEL WHITE LINES, KALLAI ROAD, CALICUT
Used Since :01/03/2016

CHENNAI

COCONUT OIL, ALL INCLUDED

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.descriptive matter in the label.
3212796   17/03/2016
J.V.V.BRAHMANANDHAM
trading as ;DIVYA NAGA SAI AGENCIES
# PLOT NO.7, SRINDHI NAGAR, KASANUPALLI VILLAGE, NARASARAOPET - 522 601, GUNTUR DIST.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJENI RAMADASS
NEW NO. 323, LINGHICHETTY STREET, 1st FLOOR GEORGE TOWN, CHENNAI-1
Used Since :11/11/2015
CHENNAI
EDIBLE OILS
3213790    17/03/2016
AVIGHNA DAIRY FARMS
SAGAR AGRAWAL
RISHI AGRAWAL
MANISH BHAGWANI
KOMAL BHAGWANI
trading as ;AVIGHNA DAIRY FARMS
103, ANMOL TOWER, 15/2, OLD PALASIA, GREATER KAILASH HOSPITAL ROAD, INDORE (M.P.) - 452001
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND PACKER
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMESH CHANDRA BAGDI & ASSOC.
31, SHRADDHANAND MARG, CHHAWANI, INDORE (M.P.) - 452 001.
Used Since :01/02/2016
MUMBAI
DAIRY PRODUCTS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS, GHEE, ICE CREAM, CHEESE, POWDERED MILK, MILK POWDER INCLUDED IN CLASS 29.
3214739  19/03/2016
UNIQ NATURAL OILS INDIA (P) LTD.
NO. 171, VANAPADI ROAD, RANIPET-632 404, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
EDIBLE OIL; COCONUT OIL
3215462  21/03/2016
MR. NIZAR POCKER KARAKKULAM
trading as; M/S. K.P. CURRY POWDER
ASSUMPTION JN., SUTHAN BATHERY, KERALA- 673592, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM T, ADVOCATE
JOACHIM & JANSON, SRSRA-2, CC44/2476, SANTHIPURAM ROAD, COCHIN-682025, KERALA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, COMPOTES; EGGS; MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS.
subject to use in the state of Kerala only.
AMRUTHA

3217664  23/03/2016
V.G.RAMACHANDRAN
T.K.SADASIVAN
V.G.DHARAMARAJAN

trading as ;SREE NARAYANA OIL MILLS
KOTHAMANGALAM P.O, PIN- 686 691 , ERNAKULAM DIST , KERALA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERSHIP FORM
Used Since :21/11/1995

CHENNAI
COCONUT OIL
VARAM

3218474  23/03/2016
HATSUN AGRO PRODUCT LIMITED
NO. 1/20A, "DOMAINE", RAJIV GANDHI SALAI(OMR), KARAPAKKAM, CHENNAI-600097, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; MILK BEVERAGES, MILK PREDOMINATING; MILK SHAKE; CONDENSED MILK, BUTTER,
CHEESE, CURD, MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, COMPOTES; EGGS
3219603  28/03/2016
NAMAN KUMAR JAIN
K.B.PRODUCTS PVT. LTD. 203/204, THE GREAT EASTERN CHAMBERS, SECTOR-11, OPP. BELAPUR RAILWAY STATION,B
CBD BELAPUR, NAVI MUMBAI - 400614
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
OILS, EDIBLE OILS AND ALL THE OTHER GOODS FALLING UNDER CLASS 29
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE 100% PURE CANOLA OIL.
3230703 07/04/2016
RUCHI SOYA INDUSTRIES LIMITED
301, MAHAKOSH HOUSE, 7/5, SOUTH TUKOGANJ, NATH MANDIR ROAD, INDORE-452001, (M.P)
Manufacturers and merchants
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FATEHCHAND C. SHAH & CO.
"A" AIDUN BUILDING, 5TH FLOOR, 1ST DHOBI TALAO, MUMBAI - 400 002”.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats.
3255470  10/05/2016
SHAUKKAT JAFFARBHAI MAREDIA
trading as ;REAL ICE CREAM
F/601, GREEN PARK COMPLEX, OFF NEW LINK ROAD, NEAR SHANTIVAN MHADA, ANDHERI WEST, MUMBAI - 400053
MANUFACTURER AND DISTRIBUTOR
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/05/2016
MUMBAI
MILK PRODUCT, ICE CREAM AND SNACKS INCLUDING IN CLASS 29
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
OSWALD DAVID SAMODAR.
trading as: OZZIE'S FOODCRAFT
102, GOPI CINEMALL, N.S.S ROAD, DOMBIVLI (WEST), THANE-421202.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIVIDUAL
Used Since: 01/03/2016
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF PICKLES.
3354850  06/09/2016
GOPAL SINGH S/O. SHRI PREM SINGHJI
trading as ;M/S DIAMOND TRADING COMPANY
VILLAGE TAMBADEYA KALA, TEHSIL BHOPALGARH
TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARAD AGRAWAL.
OUTSIDE SOJATI GATE, JODHPUR - 342 002. (RAJASTHAN).
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
EDIBLE OIL, PURE GHEE.
GUTGAIN
3447796  02/01/2017
ALKEM LABORATORIES LTD.
ALKEM HOUSE, DEVASHISH, ADJ. TO MATULYA CENTRE, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Manufacturers and Trading Merchants
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Protein milk for human consumption, Edible oils, Edible fats, Fruits and Vegetable based snack foods, Gelatine for food,
meal replacements not for medical purposes, dietetic food and substances not for medical purposes, health supplements
not for medical purposes, dietary supplements for humans not for medical purposes, nutritional supplements for humans
not for medical purposes
OSHOSUFIO FOODS
trading as ;OSHOSUFIO FOODS
KHASRA NO. 255 K, RUDRAPUR, DEHRADUN– 248198, UTTARAKHAND, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOMPAL BANSAL
# 5568, SECTOR 38-WEST, CHANDIGARH-160036
Used Since :28/08/2016
DELHI
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS, PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, JELLIES, JAMS, COMPOTES, EGGS, MILK, MILK PRODUCTS, EDIBLE OILS AND FATS IN PARTICULAR PICKLES, JAMS.
BIJU.S trading as KALYANI
VRINDAVAN, SREEKRISHNAPURAM, KATTAKKODU.P.O, KATTAKADA TRIVANDRUM, KERALA - 695 572, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EXCELLA GLOBAL SOLUTIONS
TC:17/1254 (20), SL COMPLEX, OPP.SK HOSPITAL, EDAPAZHINJI, TRIVANDRUM-695006.
Used Since: 15/03/2017

CHENNAI
PRESEVERED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, JELLIES, JAMS, FRUIT SAUCES, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS, EDIBLE OILS AND FATS
3647103  29/09/2017
LOKESH WAMAN BHURE
trading as :PRAKRUTIK AGRO AND MILK PRODUCTS
SHOP NO. 18, RAMANAND COMPLEX, SOLAPUR ROAD, HADAPSAR, PUNE-411028
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
3738687  29/01/2018
AMIT CHAWLA
trading as :CHIK PLAZA
NEAR AHLCON SCHOOL, G-5, ASHISH COMPLEX, MAYUR VIHAR-I, EAST DELHI, DELHI-110091
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY, AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES;
JELLIES, JAMS; EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS; SALAD DRESSINGS; PRESERVES.
3805210  13/04/2018
SANJAY KUMAR KOCHAR
trading as : GOUTAM OIL INDUSTRIES
VILL.RUDRANAGAR, P. O. SAINTHIA, DIST. BIRBHUM, WEST BENGAL-731234, INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
IDEAL TRADE MARK SERVICES.
18, N.S. ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since : 16/12/1999
KOLKATA
MUSTARD OIL.
3809368  18/04/2018
HSNU FOODS INDIA PVT LTD
trading as; HSNU FOODS INDIA PVT LTD
RAHAMAN'S GRACE # 19, 3RD FLOOR MOSQUE ROAD, FRAZER TOWN BANGALORE-560005 KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
QAISER AHMED
NO. 255, 8TH BLOCK, 3RD MAIN, KORAMANGALA, BANGALORE - 560 034
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAMES, MEAT EXTRACTS, PRESERVED, DRIED, AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES;
JELLIES JAMS, EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS, EDIBLE OIL FATS.
3809604 18/04/2018
MACWELL FOOD PRODUCT PVT. LTD.
1240 & 1241, AB Road, Vidur Nagar, Cat Road, Indore - 452009, Madhya Pradesh
A Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Supari, betel nuts (scented supari, sweet supari, pan masala, mouth freshener)
3824672  05/05/2018
SHIVANYA ENTERPRISES
K-331, SITE-5, KASNA INDUSTRIAL AREA, GREATER NOIDA, G.B. NAGAR-201306
PROP.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUPTA ITPC AND ASSOCIATES
S-85, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Vegetable oils for food, Blended vegetable oils for culinary purposes covered in class 29
BIBIGO

3832648   14/05/2018
CJ CHEILJEDANG CORPORATION
CJ Cheiljedang Center, 330, Dongho-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the Republic of Korea
CJ FOODVILLE CORP.
CJ Cheiljedang Center, 330, Dongho-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDUL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS & CO.
AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Processed laver; Toasted laver; Laver based snack foods; Kimchi [fermented vegetable dish]; Pickles; Beef; Eggs; Meat extracts; Bouillon; Broth; Processed meat; Sliced and seasoned barbequed beef (bulgogi); Beef or pork boiled down in soy sauce (galbi); Soups; Stews; Stock; Pre-cooked soups and stews; Preparations for making soups; Jellies for food; Tofu; Preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; Edible oils; Sesame oil for food; Sausages; Processed nuts; Processed sweet potatoes; Processed chestnuts; Cheese; Salmon (not live); Fish cakes; Cooked dish consisting primarily of chicken and ginseng (Samgyetang); Seaweed crisps; Seasoned seaweed (laver) snack.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1872, 22/10/2018 Class 29

3832650 14/05/2018
CJ CHEILJEDANG CORPORATION
CJ Cheiljedang Center, 330, Dongho-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the Republic of Korea

CJ FOODVILLE CORP.
CJ Cheiljedang Center, 330, Dongho-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDUL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS & CO.
AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Processed laver; Toasted laver; Laver based snack foods; Kimchi [fermented vegetable dish]; Pickles; Beef; Eggs; Meat extracts; Bouillon; Broth; Processed meat; Sliced and seasoned barbequed beef (bulgogi); Beef or pork boiled down in soy sauce (galbi); Soups; Stews; Stock; Pre-cooked soups and stews; Preparations for making soups; Jellies for food; Tofu; Preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; Edible oils; Sesame oil for food; Sausages; Processed nuts; Processed sweet potatoes; Processed chestnuts; Cheese; Salmon (not live); Fish cakes; Cooked dish consisting primarily of chicken and ginseng (Samgyetang); Seaweed crisps; Seasoned seaweed (laver) snack.

Transliteration : BIBIGO
Trade Marks Journal No: 1872, 22/10/2018

3841490  23/05/2018

M/S. OAM INDUSTRIES (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
BHARAT NAGAR CHOWK, KALAMNA MARKET ROAD, NAGPUR-440035, MAHARASHTRA
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

"MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS included in class 29"
3859625  14/06/2018
GAURAV
H.NO. 683 II FLOOR, MUKHRJEE NAGAR DELHI-110009
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS, GHEE, LASSI, MILK PRODUVTS, ICE-CREAM AND DAIRY PRODUCTS.
3871150    26/06/2018
AGRAWAL PRODUCTS
P.O. KHARSIA, DISTT: RAIGARH – 496661 (CHHATTISGARH)
Partnership Firm registered under the Indian Partnership Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JAYA A MANGHWANI
D-7, SHEEL APTS., 16TH ROAD, BANDRA-W, MUMBAI-400050

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3871151
MUMBAI
Pan Masala, Sweet Supari, Scented Supari, Mouth Freshners, Processed betel nuts.
3872158    27/06/2018
ASTITVA ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
302, Third Floor, 2603-2604 & 2568, Street No.9 Chuna, Mandi, Pahar Ganj New Delhi Central Delhi DL 110055 IN
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
REKHA CHANDER
H.NO.38, IIND FLOOR, POCKET 10, SECTOR-24, ROHINI, DELHI-110085.
Used Since :18/04/2018
DELHI
MILK SHAKES AND OTHER ALLIED TYPES OF DRINK RELATED TO MILK
3879638  05/07/2018
MR. SURESH BANSAL PROPRIETOR OF M/S. BANSAL TRADERS
C-18/19, NAZAR BAGH MARKET, MAHARAJ BADA, LASHKAR, GWALIOR [M.P.]
PROPRIETORY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :01/04/1983
MUMBAI
CHENNA POWDER, CHENNA MIX POWDER, MILK PRODUCTS, MILK MIX INCLUDED IN CLASS 29
3885757  12/07/2018
HAPPY HOME NUTS AND DATES
122C THIRUVANAMALAI ROAD KRISHNAGIRI SAI RAM FURNITURES BEHIND, KRISHNAGIRI TAMIL NADU
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LOVEJEET BEDI
HOUSE NO.2666, HOUSING BOARD COLONY,SECTOR 7,FARIDABAD, HARYANA-121006

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Manufacturing of milk and milk products, edible oils and fats.
3891878   19/07/2018
RAMESHWARLAL R. PRAJAPATI
trading as ;NAKITA
GALA NO. 17- B , HIND SAURASHTRA, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE ANDHERI KURLA RD, MAROL ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDIBLE OILS INCLUDED IN CLASS 29
3892532  19/07/2018

FLAIR FARM PRIVATE LIMITED
604, Amazona G, Casa Rio, Palava, Kalyan Shil Road, Dombivli East, City - Dombivli, District - Thane - 421204
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Edible oils and fats; Edible fish oils for culinary purposes; Meat; Fish, processed; Fish, preserved; Milk; Preserved fruits and vegetables; Processed fruits and vegetables.
3896191  24/07/2018
HASMUKHRAI & CO.
61, Dr. S. S. Rao Road, Parel, Mumbai – 400 002
A Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pickles; chundo; gorkeri; meat; fish; poultry; game; meat extracts; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies; jams; fruit sauces; eggs, milk; flavored milk; milk products; edible oils and fats; curries; pastes; ready meals; pulps; fruit pulp; frozen food products; frozen vegetables; soups
SUSHIRI

3898188   25/07/2018

BHARAT HOTELS LTD
Barakhamba Avenue, Connaught Place, New Delhi - 110001.
A Company duly incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LAW FIRM LLP
C-139, Defence Colony, New Delhi - 110024

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats.
3899023   26/07/2018
S. SELVARAJ TRADING AS UZHAVAN PRODUCTS
NO.17/79C, SHYAM SARAN PLAZA, SOMANUR ROAD, KARUMATHAMPATTI POST, SULUR TK, COIMBATORE - 641 659,
COIMATORE DIST, TAMILNADU.
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
EDIBLE OILS.
3899602  27/07/2018
JAIPRAKASH HARIKISANJI LADDHA
Harikesh Building, Uday Colony, Sai Nagar, Amravati- 444607
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PICKLES, MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, FRUIT SAUCES; EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS.
3899952  27/07/2018
MR. SURYAKANT SAHU
VS-1/61/B-6, SECTOR-9, VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI-400 703
individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIBHA VINODKUMAR PAREKH.
OFFICE No-8, LUCKY MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ABOVE HEERA PATHOLOGY LABORATORY, VAKOLA MARKET, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Meat, fish, poultry and game; Meat extracts; Preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; Jellies, jams, compotes; Eggs; Milk and milk products; Oils and fats for food.
APURBA GHEE
3904276  01/08/2018
PINTU GOSWAMI
BADAITARI, FALAKATA, ALIPURDUAR, PIN 735220
Manufacturing of Ghee, Panir, etc dairy items
PROPRIETOR
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
DAIRY PRODUCTS INCLUDING GHEE, PANNER, ETC
VMG

3904989  02/08/2018

MUKESH GARG S/O. PREM CHAND GARG
31, FIRST FLOOR SUNDER NAGAR MARKET NEW DELHI South Delhi DL 110003 INDIA
An Individual and Citizen of India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PAN MASALA, SHAHI PAN, PAN MEETHA, SWEET SUPARI, MOUTH FRESH NER &SADA PAN MASALA, MEETHI SUPARI, SCENTED ELAICHI, SCENTED;SUPARI, BETEL NUTS AND PAN CHATNI, MUKHWAS, BETEL NUT POWDER AND ALL OTHER GOODS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 29.
HICHKI
3906523  03/08/2018
PUNAM CHAND SHARMA
Ward No. 6, Near Old Silver Factory, Post - Sadulpur - 331023, District - Churu, Rajasthan.
sole Proprietor of MINTI MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS.
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Processed betel nuts and Seeds; Scented, Flavored and Sweet betel nuts; Prepared seeds; Edible seeds; Dairy Products; Preserved, Dried, Cooked, Frosted and Frozen Fruits, Seeds and Vegetables; as included in Class – 29.
3908769   06/08/2018
JEETU TAKHTANI
trading as ;SHREE GUJRATI NAMKEEN & DRY FRUITS
G-108, MANISH GLOBAL MALL SECTOR-22, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110075
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE APEX COMPANY
1026/21-23, IIND FLOOR, GARGRENA HOUSE, GALI TELIYAN TILAK BAZAR, DELHI-110 006.
Used Since :01/04/2014
DELHI
PLAIN & ROASTED PEA NUTS, ROASTED KAJU, ALMONDS, KISHMISH, CASHOW, PISTA, ANJEER, CHHURAH,
ROASTED CHHILGOZA, CHIRONJEE, ANJEER, WALNUTS, POTATO CHIPS, READY TO EAT FOODS, SOUPS, MURABHA,
FRUITS SAUCES, DRY FRUITS, PICKLES, JAMS.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Dried Fruits Namely Dates, Almonds, Walnuts, Apricots, Kiwis, Apples, Pears, Plums and Peach.
3927385  27/08/2018
HERAMB FOODS AND BEVERAGES PRIVATE LIMITED
37/837, W BLOCK, KESHAV NAGAR, KANPUR, UP- 208014, INDIA
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIKHA GUPTA & ASSOCIATES
106,SHRIRAM COMPLEX,C-20,EAST KRISHNA NAGAR,DELHI-110051
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Dry fruits & fruits
3934318  03/09/2018
GAGAN THAKKAR TRADING AS ; DEV TULYA BUSINESS ASSOCIATES
S F. 177, Shastri Nagar, Ghaziabad – 201001 (Uttar Pradesh)
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BESTONE CONSULTANCY
Office No. 320, 3RD Floor, Vardhman Tower, Preet Vihar, Delhi-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
NUTS, ALMONDS, CASHEW NUTS, WALNUTS, PEANUTS, RAISINS, PISTACHIO, DRY FRUITS, PROTEIN BARS;
CHICKPEAS; CUMIN-SEEDS FLAVOURED CHICKPEAS; ASAFOETIDA FLAVOURED CHICKPEAS; CHANA; JEERA
FLAVOURED CHANA; HING FLAVOURED CHANA, MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED,
DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, FRUIT SAUCES; EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS;
GROUNDNUT OIL, COTTON SEEDS EDIBLE OIL, MUSTARD OIL, REFINED MUSTARD OIL, REFINED SOYABIN OIL,
PALMOLINE OIL, EDIBLE OIL AND FATS INCLUDED UNDER CLASS-29
3935340  04/09/2018
GAURAV BAHL, PROPRIETOR OF M/S KOOLCHAS,
100/8, SILVER OAKS APARTMENTS, DLF PHASE-1, GURGAON, HARYANA
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPAN JAIN (ADVOCATE)
C/O. CAPITAL REGISTRATION SERVICE, 145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110088

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3780173
DELHI
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEATEXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES;
JELLIES, JAMS, EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS
3936254  05/09/2018
SANJAY RAMASHANKAR THAKUR
Plot No.18, Hatekar Layout, New Tapadiya Nagar, Post Shivaji Park, Tq.& Distt. Akola-444003
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOHIA CHETAN ASHOK
LOHIA HOUSE OPP. VIDYUT BHAVAN, RATANLAL PLOTS, AKOLA-444005
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Peanut Oil, Cooking Oil, Edible Oil, Dairy products & dairy substitutes, Processed Fruits & Vegetables including Nuts & Pulses, Jellies, Jams, Snacks products, Fruit & Vegetable Spreads, Chips, Flakes, Beans, Milk and Milk based products, Preserved, dried, frozen & cooked – fruits, vegetables, grains and cereals, Canned, Dried, Processed Pulses and Nuts included in class 29
3937339  06/09/2018
SANGEETA GARG
H. NO. 421, SECTOR 20A, CHANDIGARH - 160020
PROPRIETOR TRADING AS S.S. ENTERPRISES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 833, SECOND FLOOR, NAC MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JAMS, FRUIT SAUCES; MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS, PRESERVES AND PICKLES, GHEE, BUTTER, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 29.
WIGWAM

3937589  06/09/2018

GOPAL BANSAL
House no. 14, BUDH RAM COLONY, POST- OFFICE-HOSHIARPUR, PUNJAB -146001
AN INDIAN NATIONAL.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Meat, fish & poultry; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats; Pickles; Dried fruit and vegetables; Preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; Snack mixes consisting of wasabi peas, processed nuts, dehydrated fruit or raisins.
Saffola Naashta

3937755  07/09/2018

MARICO LIMITED
7th Floor, Grande Palladium, 175 CST Road, Kalina Santa Cruz (East), Mumbai-400098, Maharashtra, India
A Company incorporated and existing under the Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL CHAUDHRY & PARTNERS
RCY HOUSE, C-235, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3518007, 3666669, 3910335, 3910339

MUMBAI
Meat, fish, poultry and game; Meat extracts; Preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; Jellies, jams, compotes; Eggs; Milk and milk products; Oils and fats for food.
DEHATI

3937806  07/09/2018

JUGRAJ PRASAD KESHARWANI
Ward No.-8, Smarak Road, Rajapur, Chitrakoot (U.P.), India.
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA TRADE MARK BUREAU
SA-17/130 M-M-3 (MLG.-3) ASHOK VIHAR COLONY PHASE-II PAHARIA VARANASI U.P

Proposed to be Used
DELI
Sweet Supari, Supari, Supari Mix Pan Masala, Supari Mix Mouth Freshener
3937997  07/09/2018
AJAY PRAKASH RASTOGI
59- MOHALLA, RAGHUVEER NAGAR, BADAUN-243601, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA
PROPRIETOR-AJAY PRAKASH RASTOGI

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA CONSULTANCY & REGISTRATION CO.
H. NO.-87, KAILASH PARK, ARTHLA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, U.P.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MILK, MILK BEVERAGES, WHOLE MILK, NONFAT MILK, PASTEURIZED MILK, POWDERED MILK, FLAVOURED MILK INCLUDING CLASS 29.
KAUSHAL GUPTA
C-1, SATYAWATI COLONY, PHASE-III, ASHOK VIHAR, DELHI-110052
An Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

3866251
DELHI
SADA PAN MASALA
Dinshaw's Lean n Lite

3938264  07/09/2018
DINSHAW'S HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
Dinshaw's Building, Gittikhadan, Gorewada Road, Nagpur 440013
Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDHYA THAKKAR
SHRI SAI KRUPA, 813 C DANDIGEY LAYOUT SHANKARNAGAR, NAGPUR
Used Since :01/08/2018
To be associated with:
674769
MUMBAI
Milk and Milk Products, Milk, Butter, Cheese, Yoghurt, Paneer, Desserts made from Milk products
MILKADAMIA

3938516   07/09/2018
Climax Holdings Pty Limited
c/- Henderson Solicitors, PO Box 29, Thornleigh NSW 2120
A proprietary limited company duly organized and existing under the laws of Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Nut milk, nut milk drinks and dairy substitutes; nut milk in liquid and solid form; nut- based snack foods; nut milk based coffee creamers, yoghurts, cheese, tofu, thickened cream; milk and milk products, none of these products containing chocolate or cocoa
GOLDENFREEZ

3938662    07/09/2018
PRAMOD BANSAL TRADING AS : BALAJI FOODS
A-11/5, GALI NO. 5, AALI VIHAR, SARITA VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110076
individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.,
A1/140 SEC-6 ROHINI DELHI 110085

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FRUIT SAUCES, MURABBA, MAYONNAISE, PICKLES, VINEGARS, JAMS, JELLIES
GULABI BAHAR

3938842    07/09/2018

SHAKILUR RAHMAN
31, Rabindra Sarani, Kolkata - 700073, State of West Bengal.
An Indian citizen.

MOHAMMED YUSUF RAHMAN
31, Rabindra Sarani, Kolkata - 700073, State of West Bengal.
An Indian citizen.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Pan masala, mouth freshener and rose powder (being mouth freshener).
3938850  07/09/2018
VINODBHAI RAMBHAI MUNDHWA
Radheshyam nivas, Ramnathpara, street no.1/2, Rajkot- 360001, Gujarat, India
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SAMPAT DHRIUV PRADIP
OM, Tulsi Bunglow-02, B/h Bharatvan Society, Nr. Santosh Park, 150 Feet Ring Road, B/h. Sterling Hospital, Raiya Road, Rajkot-360007, Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Milk and milk products, Dairy products
HARJAS GLOBAL DEALS PRIVATE LIMITED.
5112, Urban Estate Phase 2, Dugri Road, Ludhiana –141013
A Company Duly incorporated under the Indian Company Law.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAJ RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Edible Oils
CORNKAR

3939026  08/09/2018
CORNKAR FOODS LLP
1st FLOOR, E-31, BHOLANATH CHAWL, GOKUL NAGAR, AKURLI ROAD, KANDIVALI EAST, NEAR SAI BA BA MANDIR,
MUMBAI Mumbai City
Limited Liability Partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALOK PATHAK
346 Third Floor Hari Nagar Ashram New Delhi (110014)

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams,
compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats.
3939057   08/09/2018
SEROO
S. NO. 273, BHATEVRA NAGAR, HINJAWADI, PUNE-411057, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :01/06/2014
MUMBAI
EDIBLE OILS
3939092  08/09/2018
C.CHELLAM, TRADING AS SS MARACHEKKU OIL MILL
NO.13, ANANTHA AVVEUE, 3RD STREET, ANANDA NAGAR, TRICHY - 620 002, TRICHY DIST, TAMILNADU.
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
EDIBLE OILS.
3939171  08/09/2018

VIKRAM RAO
# 40 Hope Apartment, Sector 15, Part -2, Gurgaon, Haryana
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GYANESHWAR
A 1404, The Resort, Sector 75, Faridabad

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Milk, Ghee, Paneer, Chaach, Lassi, butter and other dairy product covered under Class 29.
ZED BLUE

3939425  08/09/2018

SH. ANIL KUMAR TRADING AS ANKITA OVERSEAS.
322, 3RD FLOOR, DLF TOWER, SHIVAJI MARG, MOTI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110015.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MOUTH FRESHENER, PAN MASALA AND SWEET SUPARI INCLUDED IN CLASS 29.
HUBBLE BUBBLE

3939428   08/09/2018
SH. AMIT GUPTA TRADING AS GOPAL TRADERS.
DEVI ROAD, MAINPURI-205001, U.P., INDIA.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

SWEET SUPARI, MOUTH FRESHENER AND PAN MASALA INCLUDED IN CLASS 29.
3939457  08/09/2018
CHAUDHARI CHINTANKUMAR VIRSANGBHAI AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR OF BETHAK
AT-POST : VANJAR, TAL : BHILODA, DIST : ARVALLI - 383250. GUJARAT - INDIA.
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :02/12/2017
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS, CURD, LASSI, PANEER, CREAM, JELLY BEVERAGES MADE FROM MILK
INCLUDED IN CLASS – 29
3939499   08/09/2018
POOJA MAHESHWARI
9-I-7/8, R.C. VYAS COLONY, BHILWARA - 311001
milk and milk products
Individual
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Dairy products and dairy substitutes, Processed fruits, fungi and vegetables (including nuts and pulses)
AAPNO THAR
3939538   08/09/2018
AAPNI DAIRY
WARD NO. 43, JAWAHAR NAGAR, KISHAN COLONY, NAWALGARH ROAD, SIKAR - 332001 (RAJASTHAN)
Partnership
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJASTHAN REGISTRATION CENTER
14-B, GOVIND MARG, ADARSH NAGAR, JAIPUR-302004 RAJASTHAN
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS IN CLASS 29
3939671  08/09/2018
ACEAQUA BEVERAGES PRIVATE LIMITED
C-137, SURYA NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201 011 (U.P.).
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, {OPP MC DONALD”S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; DAIRY AND FOOD PRODUCTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, COMPOTES; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS INCLUDED IN CLASS-29.
WhyFryy

3939777  08/09/2018

CALOREAL FOODS PVT LTD.,
No: 15121, Prestige Shantiniketan, ITPL Main Road, Whitefield, Bangalore - 560 048, Karnataka, India
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
2F, 2nd floor, #32, Hextrapoint, Bull Temple Road, Basavanagudi, Bangalore-560004.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Chips (Vegetables and Fruits), Processed/Roasted/Edible/Dried/Prepared Nuts & Dry Fruits
PAVIN

3939911  09/09/2018

DINESH KUMAR
24 DWD, RAWATSAR, DISTT. HANUMANGARH, RAJASTHAN

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIVNATH KUMAR ADVOCATE
719-A, WESTERN WING, TIS HAZARI COURT, NEW DELHI-110054.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

GHEE, MILK POWDER, DAIRY WHITENER, BUTTER, PANEER, CREAM, INCLUDED IN CLASS 29.
MANOHAR SITARAM BHILARE
AT - AVAKALI, MAHABALESHWAR - PANCHGANI ROAD, MAHABALESHWAR, DIST. SATARA - 412806, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK WAIDANDE
39, 1ST FLOOR, MAULI VYAPAR SANKUL, SECTOR - 5, NEAR DATTA MANDIR, AIROLI, NAVI MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FRUIT PULPS, PROCESSED FRUITS, FUNGI, VEGETABLES (INCLUDING NUTS AND PULSES)
Mawla
3940887  10/09/2018
MOHAMED ABDUL SAMADHU
F2, AVENUE MANAR, 9/10 5TH CROSS STREET, KAMBAR NAGAR, KOLATHUR, CHENNAI - 600082
THE TRADE MARK ACT- 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Meat, fish, poultry and game; Meat extracts; Preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; Jellies, jams, compotes; Eggs; Milk and milk products; Oils and fats for food
ASTRON MULTIGRAIN PRIVATE LIMITED
SURVEY NO. 139 PAIKEE 1 & 2, NR. AARTI WAREHOUSE, GOMTA CHOKDI, AT-CHORDI, TAL. GONDAL, DIST. RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT

Used Since :01/05/2018

AHMEDABAD

MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, FRUIT SAUCES; EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS INCLUDED IN CLASS – 29.
3941019  10/09/2018
ASTRON MULTIGRAIN PRIVATE LIMITED
SURVEY NO. 139 PAIKEE 1 & 2, NR. AARTI WAREHOUSE, GOMTA CHOKDI, AT-CHORDI, TAL. GONDAL, DIST. RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT

Used Since: 01/05/2018

AHMEDABAD
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, FRUIT SAUCES; EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS INCLUDED IN CLASS – 29.
SANNIDHI COCONUT OIL
3941121  10/09/2018
SHILPA.B
1 583 F,Belur,Kanhagad,Kasaragod District, Kerala
The Trademark Act of 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VRIJ KISHORE CHOUDHARY
No.52, General Muthaiya Mudali Street, Sowcarpet, Chennai-600 079
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Meat, fish, poultry and game; Meat extracts; Preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; Jellies, jams, compotes; Eggs; Milk and milk products; Oils and fats for food
NKA KOALHU

3941151  10/09/2018

MR. NITIN AGRAWAL
M/s C.P. TRADING COMPANY, Maina Wali Gali, Dal Bazar, Lashkar, Gwalior – 474009 (M.P.)

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.P. ASSOCIATES ADVOCATE.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDIBLE OILS & FATS
DEPIN VERMA
161, ABROL NAGAR, PATHANKOT-145001, PUNJAB
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHAUDHRY
C1A, LGF, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi - 110013

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Meat, fish, poultry and game; Meat extracts; Preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; Jellies, jams, compotes; Eggs; Milk and milk products; Pulses, Oils and fats for food
CHUZI HOME

3941466  11/09/2018
YASHPAL TRADING AS YASHPAL NEERAJ KUMAR
2486, GURUDWARA ROAD, RAJPURA-140401, DISTT. PATIALA (PB.)

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Edible Oils & Fats, Ghee, Mustard Oils & Refined Oils; Pickles & Murabba included in Class-29.
N.A.M.PERA SOOTE

3941810  11/09/2018

N.M. MOHAMED ASKER
NO. 17/36, MOITTAIKARAN STREET, MANNADY, CHENNAI - 600 035.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. C. N. RAGHUPATHY.
NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
COCONUT OIL
REMO GOLD

3941904    11/09/2018

MANPAL GOSWAMI

C 24A Jain nagar, acent son karla Delhi 110081

An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

KANika Jain

LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used

DElhi

MOUTH FRESHENER, MEETHI SUPARI, PAN MASALA
REMO PREMIUM
3941906  11/09/2018
MANPAL GOSWAMI
C 24A Jain nagar, acent son karla Delhi 110081
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MOUTH FRESHENER , MEETHI SUPARI, PAN MASALA
venggai gold

3942089  11/09/2018
MR.S.KARTHIKEYAN., TRADING AS M/S.SRI DURGA AGENCIES.
No:8, First Cross, Thillai Nagar, P.N.Pudur Post, Coimbatore-641 041, Tamilnadu, India.
Manufacturer and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Gingelly Oil, Groundnut Oil, Coconut Oil, Sunflower Oil, Palmolein Oil, Blended Edible Vegetable Oil and Edible Oils.
3942095  11/09/2018
SIDDHARTH RAVI MOKKAPATI
CF03, Banyan Tree Apartments, Kariyammana Agrahara, Bellandur, Bangalore-560103
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since : 01/08/2018

CHENNAI
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, COMPOTES; EGGS; MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; OILS AND FATS FOR FOOD
3942283  11/09/2018
SKB FOOD PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
D4, SMA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, G.G. KARNAL ROAD, DELHI110033
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DRIED FRUITS, DATES, JAMS
3942335    11/09/2018
KAMAL V RAI
202, A WING OM SHRI SAI DHAM CHS, ASALFA, JAMBHDI PADA, GHAHKOPAR (W) MUMBAI 400086, MH INDIA
FRESH AND PURE SUGARCANE JUICE WITH NO PRESERVATIVE.
Proprietor

MUMBAI
Edible oils and fats. Cold Pressed oil of Groundnut, mustard, sunflower, safflower, sesame, flax seeds, almond and more products.
GIR SAGAR
3942342   11/09/2018
RAHUL YADAV
S/O GANPATH, GRAM BILODA, POST BILODA, DHAR, M.P. - 454001

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRI SAI ASSOCIATES
415, Onam Plaza, Old Palasia INDORE

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MILK PRODUCTS
3942573  12/09/2018
DATTARAM GUNJAL
GHARKUL CO-OP HSG.SOC.LTD, PLOT NO -30, SECTOR 16A NERUL
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GB LEGAL ASSOCIATES
B 203 Sai Sagar Complex, Palm Beach Road, Plot No. 5, Sec 13, Sanpada, Navi Mumbai 400705

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MILK & MILK PRODUCTS
ORGANIC KITCHEN

3942619   12/09/2018
CVR & SON'S PRIVATE LIMITED
28-28-41, MADHAN SINGH PETA, RAJAHMUNDRY, EAST GODAVARI, ANDHRA PRADESH - 533101

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Meat, fish, poultry and game; Meat extracts; Preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; Jellies, jams, compotes; Eggs; Milk and milk products; Oils and fats for food.
3942657   12/09/2018
RISHEE MILK CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
B-47 AMARABATI DEFENCE COLONY DURGAPUR ,BARDHAMAN - 713214
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Meat, fish, poultry and game; Meat extracts; Preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; Jellies, jams, compotes; Eggs; Milk and milk products; Oils and fats for food
GODATIR

3942906   12/09/2018

DR. KALYAN VAJJINATHRAO KALE TRADING AS COWLAND ORGANIC WORLD
Gut No. 3, Naregaon, Near Chikalthana MIDC, Aurangabad 431003
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS
3942907  12/09/2018
DR. KALYAN VALJINATHRAO KALE TRADING AS COWLAND ORGANIC WORLD
Gut No. 3, Naregaon, Near Chikalthana MIDC, Aurangabad 431003
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES;
JELLIES, JAMS, EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS
MYREE

3942909  12/09/2018

DR. KALYAN VAIJNATHRAO KALE TRADING AS COWLAND ORGANIC WORLD
Gut No. 3, Naregaon, Near Chikalthana MIDC, Aurangabad 431003
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS
3942910    12/09/2018
DR. KALYAN VALJINATHRAO KALE TRADING AS COWLAND ORGANIC WORLD
Gut No. 3, Naregaon, Near Chikalthana MIDC, Aurangabad 431003
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES;
JELLIES, JAMS, EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS
3942993 12/09/2018
K.C. SURESH, PROPRIETOR OF M/S SELVA SARAN & CO
NO.11NA, DHARAPURAM ROAD, ODDANACHATHRAM, DINDIGUL – 624 612, TAMILNADU, INDIA
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since: 04/07/2017
CHENNAI
Milk and milk products, dairy products based on milk substitutes, curd, ghee, paneer; whole milk, condensed milk, organic and almond milk, oat milk, coconut milk, cow's, goat's and sheep's milk, vitamin-enriched milk, goat's and sheep's milk cheese, oils and fats for food, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs.
Café Creambell

3943220  12/09/2018

R.J. CORP LIMITED
F-2/7, Okhla Industrial Area, Phase-II, New Delhi-110020.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D K LALWANI & CO.
403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110 019.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

2403416
DELHI

Preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; Jellies, jams, compotes; Milk and milk products; Oils and fats for food.
KRISHNA PROPRIETRESS OF M/S. SHRI RAM TRADING CO.
CHIRANJI LAL COLONY, DADRI, GAUTAM BUDDHA NAGAR,(UP) PIN 203 207
Proprietor Firm

Address for service in India/Ageants address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, {OPP MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.
Used Since :11/08/2018

DELHI
EDIBLE OIL INCLUDING IN CLASS 29.
3943510  12/09/2018
MANDEEP RATHEE
FLAT NO 304,GHS 107, SECTOR 20,PANCHKULA-134116.
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Meat, fish, poultry and game; Meat extracts; Preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; Jellies, jams, compotes; Eggs; Milk and milk products; Oils and fats for food
HIMTAJ

3943571  12/09/2018

NITISH BHARDWAJ
B-78, MANSAROVER PARK, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110032

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PAN MASALA, SWEET SUPARI, SCENTED SUPARI AND SWEET SUPARI FLAVOURING MATERIALS
DEEPKRISHNA

3943812    12/09/2018
SANJEEV KUMAR
602, DOGRAN MOHALLA, HISAR (HARYANA)
an Individual sole proprietorship firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDIBLE OIL, REFINED OIL, MUSTARD OIL, DESI GHEE, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
3944006   13/09/2018
GAURAV MITTAL
10, Shraddhanand Marg , Chawani , Indore (M.P.) Pin 452001
Indian Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105 , Mahasagar Corporate , Manormaganj Main Road , Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Milk and Milk Products , Processed sweet corn, Processed sweet corn, Fruit desserts, Fruit jams, Dried fruit, Candied fruit, Fruit jams, Frozen chips, Ice cream shakes, Pickles, Frozen vegetables, Jellies, jams, compotes, fruit and vegetable spreads, Cooked fruits, Edible oils and fats , Potato chips, Tomato juice for cooking , Tomato paste , Fruit, preserved , Dried fruits , Nuts, processed , Roasted nuts , Nuts, processed , Prepared cashew nuts , Processed fruits, fungi and vegetables (including nuts and pulses) , Processed pulses & Pulses, preserved , Fresh beans , Beans, processed & Beans .
3944012  13/09/2018
SALMAN JOWHAR M/S EMJAY & CO
Emjay Group, 101 A&B Farah Winsford, Infantry Road, Bangalore -560052
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
C/O LEGAL WIZ.IN PVT.LTD FIRST FLOOR PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT, MITHAKALI,
AHMEDABAD 380006
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats
3944027   13/09/2018
HANUMAN MAL BOTHRA TRADING AS BIKANER BARDANA STORE
G-163 A, IGC KHARA, KHARA, BIKANER, RAJASTHAN
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
EDIBLE OIL, PEANUTS PREPARED AND PROCESSED AND PRESERVED UNDER CLASS 29.
SNK
3944670  13/09/2018
ANAND KUMAR CHAURASIA
47/34, Hatiya, Kanpur (U.P), India
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA TRADE MARK BUREAU
SA-17/130 M-M-3 (M.I.G.-3) ASHOK VIHAR COLONY PHASE-II PAHARIA VARANASI U.P
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, MILK AND DAIRY PRODUCTS, GHEE, KHOYA, CHEESE, BUTTER, GROUNDNUT OIL, EDIBLE OIL, OIL CAKE, MUSTARD OIL AND FATS, VANASPATI GHEE, SWEET SUPARI, SCENTED SUPARI, SADA PAN MASALA, SUPARI MIX MOUTH FRESHENER.
3944736  14/09/2018
M/S. BHARTIYA ENTERPRISES
129/1-132, A.B. ROAD, GRAM- TALAVALI CHANDA, INDORE-452001 (M.P.)
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2008

MUMBAI
Dates, processed dates, dried dates, dried and cooked fruits
3944940  14/09/2018
NIKHIL NANDAKISHOR TUNDURWAR S/O NANDAKISHOR TUNDURWAR
SHIVAJI CHOUG SUSHIL NIVAS DHABA CHANDRAPUR MAHARASHTRA , 442702
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHEKHAR PAREEK
F-17, SHREE NATH TOWER, CENTRAL SPINE, VIDHYADHAR NAGAR, JAIPUR-302039, RAJASTHAN
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MILK AND DAIRY PRODUCTS
3944997 14/09/2018
HRUSIKESH TRIPATHY
SAMARAIPUR, P.O.- PRACHINAGAR, DIST.-BHADRAK, PIN- 756181
PROPRIETOR OF H.K. ENTERPRISES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK CONSULTANCY
AUROBINDANAGAR,ST. NO.7,POST-HINDUSTHAN CABLES,BURDWAN-713335,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
EDIBLE OIL AND COCONUT OIL
3944998   14/09/2018
N. SHIYAM PANDIYAN TRADING AS SEANA
PLOT NO.63,64, SUNS ABODE, SRI RAM GARDENS, S.KODIKULAM, K.PUDUR, MADURAI - 625 007, MADURAI DIST, TAMILNADU.
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Peanut oil for food, Peanut oil for culinary purposes, Organic coconut oil for use in cooking and food preparation and Sesame oil for food.
3945042  14/09/2018
KURIAN JOSE
trading as ;MARINE HYDROCOLLOIDS
DEEPA BUILDINGS, SANTO GOPALAN ROAD, CHULLICKAL, KOCHI-682005, KERALA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINOD KUMAR P U
NAMIJITH IP WORLD, 37/2001, BHATTATHIRIPAD ROAD, KADAVANTHARA, COCHIN-682020

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
AGAR AGAR POWDER JELLYFYING AGENT PROCESSED EXTRACTS
3945113   14/09/2018  
S.PRAVEEN SINGH  
trading as ;SRI BACKYLAKSHMI PULIYAMARATHADI KADAI PALGOVA  
NO.4, NATCHIYAR STREET, SRIVILLIPUTUR-626 125, VIRUDHUNAGAR, DISTRICT, TAMILNADU, INDIA  
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS  
SOLE PROPRIETOR  
Proposed to be Used  
CHENNAI  
DESSERTS MADE FROM MILK PRODUCTS.
3945377  14/09/2018
BIJOYANJALI FOOD PRIVATE LIMITED
VILL AND P.O - KAMDEBPUR, DISTRICT - HOOGHLY, HOOGHLY - 712102
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IP EXPERT
20, RAMCHANDRA PALLY,KOLKATA-700008
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
POTATO CHIPS, MANIOC CHIPS, YUCA CHIPS, FRUIT CHIPS, SOYA CHIPS, FROZEN CHIPS & BANANA CHIPS
ARUN K. PARIKH
7, GEETANJALI SOCIETY, GORDHANWADI TEKRA, KANKARIYA, AHMEDABAD – 380022. GUJARAT - INDIA.
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

PICKLES, PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, COMPOTES; MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; OILS AND FATS FOR FOOD IN CLASS 29.
3945501  14/09/2018
M/S.THE POLLACHI AGRICULTURAL PRODUCERS CO-OPERATIVE MARKETING SOCIETY LTD.
No:71 A, Palaghat Road, Nallur, Zamin Muthur (Po), Pollachi-642 005, Tamilnadu, India.
Manufacturer and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Coconut Oil, Groundnut Oil, Gingelly Oil and Edible Oils.

Transliteration : ALIYAR
SAFAR

3945663  14/09/2018

LOKENDER YADAV

50, RAO HARNATH MARG, KAPASHERA GAON, MALIK PUR KOHLI ALIAS RANG PURI, MAHIPALPUR, VASANT VIHAR, SOUTH WEST DELHI, DELHI-110037

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

GAURAV BHATNAGAR

944 GALI NO 4 JHARKHANDI ROAD BHOLA NATH NAGAR SHAHDARA DELHI 110032

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Mouth Freshner & Meetha Pan Masala, Katha, Sweet Supari Flower, Sada Pan Masala, Scented Supari, Sweet Supari
3946144  15/09/2018
SAWDAGAR PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT 84: BRINDAVAN COLONY, BALAJI NAGAR, NEREDMET X ROADS, SECUNDERABAD - 500056
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Dried fruits, Fruits, dried, Figs, dried, Nut and dried fruit-based snack bars, Processed nuts
BRAJRATNA
3946460   16/09/2018
GAURAV KUMAR GAUR
346-A, IIIRD FLOOR, BLOCK B, SUSHANT LOK, PHASE-I, GURGAON, HARYANA-122002
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHAL KUMAR
346-A, IIIRD FLOOR, BLOCK B, SUSHANT LOK, PHASE-I, GURGAON, HARYANA-122002
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PREERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, COMPOTES; MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; OILS AND FATS FOR FOOD; SALAD DRESSINGS; PRESERVES AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 29.
3946461  16/09/2018
GAURAV KUMAR GAUR
346-A, IIIRD FLOOR, BLOCK B, SUSHANT LOK, PHASE-I, GURGAON, HARYANA-122002
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHAL KUMAR
346-A, IIIRD FLOOR, BLOCK B, SUSHANT LOK, PHASE-I, GURGAON, HARYANA-122002

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3946460
DELHI
PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, COMPOTES; MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; OILS AND FATS FOR FOOD; SALAD DRESSINGS; PRESERVES AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 29.
HATSUN AGRO PRODUCT LIMITED
NO. 1/20A, "DOMAINE" RAJIV GANDHI SALAI (OMR), KARAPAKKAM, CHENNAI-600097, TAMIL NADU
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:

1402209

CHENNAI
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; MILK BEVERAGES, MILK PREDOMINATING; MILK SHAKES; CONDENSED MILK, BUTTER, CHEESE, CURD, MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, COMPOTES; EGGS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS; PICKLES; POTATO CHIPS; SOUPS; PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING SOUP; VEGETABLE SALADS; NUTS, PREPARED; PROCESSED PULSES; NUT-BASED SNACK FOODS; POTATO-BASED SNACKS; FRUIT SNACKS; VEGETABLE-BASED SNACK FOODS; DRIED FRUIT-BASED SNACKS.

Transliteration : SANTOSA
HATSUN AGRO PRODUCT LIMITED
NO. 1/20A, "DOMAINE" RAJIV GANDHI SALAI(OMR), KARAPAKKAM, CHENNAI-600097, TAMIL NADU
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1402209

CHENNAI
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; MILK BEVERAGES, MILK PREDOMINATING; MILK SHAKES; CONDENSED MILK, BUTTER, CHEESE, CURD, MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, COMPOTES; EGGS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS; PICKLES; POTATO CHIPS; SOUPS; PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING SOUP; VEGETABLE SALADS; NUTS, PREPARED; PROCESSED PULSES; NUT-BASED SNACK FOODS; POTATO-BASED SNACKS; FRUIT SNACKS; VEGETABLE-BASED SNACK FOODS; DRIED FRUIT-BASED SNACKS.
3946921  17/09/2018
ABHINAV BHALLA
A-8 NIZAMUDDIN WEST , NEW DELHI, SOUTH DELHI- 110013
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Meat, fish, poultry and game; Meat extracts; Preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; Jellies, jams, compotes; Eggs; Milk and milk products; Oils and fats for food
3947634   17/09/2018
SELVARAJ V
170(1)Nambiyyur road, Patchankattu thottam, Polaiampalayam, Kammalakuttai, Kunnathur - Tiruppur- 638 103
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Meat, fish, poultry and game; Meat extracts; Preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; Jellies, jams, compotes; Eggs; Milk and milk products; Oils and fats for food
3947726 17/09/2018
MANISH KUMAR DUGAR
C-273, THIRD FLOOR, SURAJMAL VIHAR, DELHI - 110092
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Meat, fish, poultry and game; Meat extracts; Preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; Jellies, jams, compotes; Eggs; Milk and milk products; Edible oils and fats
3947976 18/09/2018
PRAKASH SHARMA TRADING AS M/S. EMPOREUS INC
FLAT NO.-20, GR-2, LIG PH-2, SECTOR-18-B, DWARKA, SOUTH WEST DELHI, NEW DELHI-110078
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
POTATO CHIPS
3947982    18/09/2018
TAPASWINI SAHOO
BHELANGA, PO-RAHASI, DIST - JAJPUR, ODISHA - 755062, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOBAL JURIX
S-191/C, 3RD FLOOR, MANAK COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
EDIBLE OILS, MILK & MILK PRODUCTS, PRESERVES, COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
3948445  18/09/2018
DILIP PARIHAR S/O SHRI POONAM CHAND MALI
M/s ADITYA AGENCIES, DEEWANO KI HAWELI, JODHPUR - 342001
SOLE PROPRIETOR (SINGLE FIRM)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARAD AGRAWAL,
OUTSIDE SOJATI GATE, JODHPUR - 342 002. (RAJASTHAN).
Used Since :14/09/2015
AHMEDABAD
EDIBLE OIL, PURE GHEE, SCREAMED MILK POWDER
NATURADE

3949543  19/09/2018

DEVINENI VEERA NAGA PRABHU KIRAN

15-2-15/7, SAI SADAN APARTMENTS, MAHARANIPETA, BACK OF MYCURE HOSPITALS, VISAKHAPATNAM – 530002,
ANDHRA PRADESH

THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VANCHINATHAN

No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Meat, fish, poultry and game; Meat extracts; Preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; Jellies, jams, compotes; Eggs; Milk and milk products; Oils and fats for food.
REPELLO

3949624  19/09/2018

SH. MITESH BAIJAL.
G-40, ASHOK VIHAR, PHASE-1, DELHI-110052.

INDIVIDUAL NAME.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PREERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; NUTS PROCESSED, TOASTED NUTS, ROAST NUTS, ROASTED NUTS, EDIBLE NUTS, SEASONED NUTS, SHELLED NUTS, PRESERVED NUTS, SALTED NUTS, NUTS PREPARED, SPICES NUTS, DRIED NUTS, PREPARED NUTS, GROUND NUTS, PROCESSED NUTS, PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, JAMS, JELLIES AND FRUIT, MILK SHAKES, CHIPS (POTATO -), APPLE CHIPS, MANIOC CHIPS & BANANA CHIPS,
3950557  20/09/2018
AUDUTH RAIKAR
5/175/35, Shainatasha Bungalow, Shantinagar, Behind Co-op Bank, Ponda, North Goa, Goa 403401
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Milk and milk products
3950791  20/09/2018
EDIGRO TRADERS
Door No 16(14), 4th Floor MN Towers, Mallikatte Kadri Mangalore-575002
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INAMDAR A N
C1-14, 2nd Floor, Brahma Estate, NIBM, Kondhwa, Pune - 411048
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, fruit sauces; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats.
3952715  22/09/2018
SACHIN RAMPAL DAHIYA
PLOT NO.2, 2ND FLOOR, MANGALMURTI COMPLEX OPP. NIT GARDEN, RING ROAD, NAGPUR-440022
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIRAJ TAKSANDE
BLOCK NO.2, UNIVERSAL REGENCY APARTMENT, SOMALWAD
Used Since :15/06/2018
MUMBAI
FOODS PREPARED FROM MEAT, FISH AND POULTRY PRODUCTS, CHICKEN MOMO, VEGETABLE MOMO, MEAT MOMO, FISH MOMO, PRESERVED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, EGGS, CHEESE, COTTAGE CHEESE, MILK, MILK PREPARATIONS(EXCLUDING GHEE), PICKLES, DESSERTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 29.
Madan Gopal

3955087  25/09/2018

NAMIT MEHTA PROPRIETOR OF GREENFIELD FOOD PRODUCTS
Vill- Pathredi, Kotputli-303108 Jaipur, Rajasthan

Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SWATI R JAIN
18E444, ICICI BANK LANE, CHOPASANI HOUSING BOARD, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN, PIN 342008

Used Since :18/09/2018

AHMEDABAD

Edible oils
3955885  26/09/2018
NISHANT JAISWAL
A4- Ratna Sagar Appartment, Chandani Chowk, Piplod, Surat
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RICHA GOYAL, FCS, LLB
302A, INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTRE, MAJURA GATE, RING ROAD, SURAT - 395007
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
frozen vegetables and fruits, canned pulses, dried pulses, processed pulses, dehydrated vegetables, freeze dried vegetables, dairy products and dairy substitute.